Board of Regents, President Kennedy agree to terms of transition

The CU Board of Regents and CU President Mark Kennedy on Wednesday agreed on the terms of Kennedy’s departure from the university, set for July 1.

During a special board meeting held virtually, the board voted 8-1 to approve a Transition Agreement and Release, which takes the place of the president’s contract approved in May 2019 and which was not set to expire until June 2022.

The agreement states that Kennedy will receive $1.36 million, which is an approximation of what his total compensation would have been had he remained employed at CU for the duration of the contract.

In exchange, Kennedy releases any claims he may have had against the university and will continue to aid with the presidential transition. Kennedy announced on May 10 that he and the board had begun discussing an orderly transition of the presidency.

In a statement from the board presented at the conclusion of the meeting, Board Chair Glen Gallegos, R-Grand Junction, said regents would move to name an interim president soon. The board’s next regular meeting is scheduled for June 17.

“The Board of Regents appreciates Mark Kennedy’s service and dedication to the University of Colorado,” Gallegos said in the statement. “The transition agreement we approved today meets our contractual obligation to him, which is the right thing to do. The board and President Kennedy share the common goal of what is best for the university.

“Selecting a president is one of the most important functions the Board of Regents performs, so the board will proceed deliberately but expediently to meet our imperative. We will select an interim president soon, refine our search policies as necessary and proceed with a search. As we move forward, the board is committed to transparency and effective communications with the university community and constituents. We have every confidence that we will find a leader who will ensure that CU continues to meet its mission and serves our students and our state.”

Regent Heidi Ganahl, R-Lone Tree, voted against authorization of the agreement. She also joined Regent Chance Hill, R-Colorado Springs, and Regent Sue Sharkey, R-Castle Rock, in supporting a motion, introduced by Hill, stating that President Kennedy be allowed to fulfill his contract through next year.

Sharkey said Kennedy “has done a great job as president,” and that she saw no reason for him to be departing. Ganahl and Hill also said they consider the decision to be one based on politics and a new Democratic majority (5-4) on the board as of January.

Democrats on the board disagreed with that characterization. Regent Ilana Spiegel, D-Englewood, said the move was “not about ideology.” Vice Chair Lesley Smith, D-Boulder, a former CU Boulder faculty member, said she hears “loud and clear that there’s a lack of shared governance between the faculty and the president.”

Gallegos emphasized a need for the board to look ahead.

“I think the less disruption we can have, the better,” said Gallegos, who voted against the motion. “At the end of the day, we need to move on.”
Kennedy told the regents he was honored to work with them, and that he and his wife, Debbie, will continue to support
CU.

“I have been privileged to lead the University of Colorado and to work with the many wonderful and dedicated people
inside and outside the university who are committed to its success,” Kennedy said in a statement.[7] “CU makes
critically important contributions to our state and society. Its students, faculty, staff and alumni are our present and our
future. I am confident that despite the incredible challenges of the past year, CU is on an upward trajectory and it will
continue to advance its critical mission.”

---

**CU Faculty Voices: The persistence of pay inequity**[8]

Editor’s note: This is one in a series of commentaries[10] by CU faculty, presented by the Faculty Council
Communications Committee and CU Connections. Learn more here[11] and submit your own column pitch.[12]

By Callie Rennison

Equal pay for equal work seems like a topic that would garner little debate. Surprisingly, the notion of equal pay for
equal work has a long history of debate and defeat, and has proved to be difficult to achieve in practice.

Consider that decades ago, newspaper listings for employment included separate sections for men and women
seeking work. It was not uncommon for each section to post the identical job, but offer very different pay in the
women’s section. Most women you know can also share personal stories about how they have performed identical
work as a male counterpart only to be paid less.

I have many stories about how my being a woman has meant being treated and paid differently at work. One story
stands out from the mid-1980s – not in terms of pay, though I probably was being paid less – but in terms of work
conditions. I worked my way through college as a draftsman. One job was at a major engineering firm in the Houston
area, and our client was a major Saudi Arabian company. I was in a unit with many men and one other woman, all
working in a common area with rows of drafting tables. However, when the client came to the office, the other woman
and I were hustled to a different small room where we worked. The client did not want women working on their projects
so we were hidden from them. After the client left, we were allowed out of our room.

This profound unfairness of pay inequity and the attempts to rectify it clearly predate me and my experiences. The first
attempt to address pay inequity was in 1944, when Winifred Stanley, a New York Republican, introduced House
Resolution 5056 as an amendment of the National Labor Relations Act. The resolution proposed to make wage
discrimination illegal for comparable work on the basis of an employee’s sex. The bill was referred to the Committee
on Labor where heated debate ensued over the meaning of “comparable work.” This debate proved devastating for
the amendment and the bill languished in committee.

In the following years, other equal pay bills were introduced in Congress. All failed to become law, however things
changed in the 1960s. In 1961, Esther Peterson, the leader of the Women’s Bureau in the Department of Labor,
began pushing for an equal pay law. She urged President Kennedy to establish the Presidential Commission on the
Status of Women, which was chaired by Eleanor Roosevelt. She served as chair until her death in 1962, at which time
Esther Peterson, who had served as the executive vice chair of the commission, took on leadership duties.
The commission gathered data and advocated to bring an Equal Pay Act to Congress. The commission also tackled the early thorny issue of what is “comparable work,” concluding that the language of “equal work” was more acceptable. The commission issued a 1963 report, “American Women,” which served as the blueprint for policies and programs related to women in the workforce. Most notably, the work of the Presidential Commission on the Status of Women resulted in the introduction and subsequent passage by Congress of the Equal Pay Act of 1963. The Equal Pay Act made pay discrimination based on sex illegal, and requires women and men in the same workplace to be paid equally for substantially equal work.

The Equal Pay Act is almost 60 years old – older than I am – so one might assume that my contemporaries and I have enjoyed equal pay for equal work our entire lives. Sadly, that is wrong, even in higher education.

Evidence demonstrates that pay inequality in higher education is alive and well regardless of decades of federal prohibition, and concerted calls against it. I spent several years directing our Office of Equity on the CU Denver and Anschutz Medical Campuses. This is an office where students, staff and faculty can report pay discrimination (among other things) based on many protected categories.

While I can’t share about reports that came to the office for obvious confidentiality reasons, I can say that pay discrimination reports occur here and at other institutions of higher education. Consider just a few recent notable pay equity lawsuits against institutions of higher education, and major settlements stemming from several of them.

In 2020, Princeton paid about $1.2 million to settle with women in full faculty roles. The case involved the review of 2012-2014 wages where the U.S. Department of Labor found pay disparities between men and women faculty. In addition to the $1.2 million, Princeton has allocated more than a quarter-million dollars to close additional gender-based pay disparities.

During the same year, Northern Michigan University settled with four women professors after they sued, claiming pay discrimination and retaliation for attempts to rectify it. The women claimed that they were teaching the same classes as their male colleagues, yet were paid less for doing identical work. The women also claimed they were retaliated against after complaining and trying to resolve the disparity. That settlement cost Northern Michigan University almost $1.5 million.

Also in 2020, five women professors filed a lawsuit in New Jersey alleging Rutgers University had been paying them less than comparable men professors. The state had recently implemented a state-level, equal-pay law, which the women used. While this lawsuit remains unsettled, Rutgers has dealt with allegations of pay discrimination in the past. Most notably, in the 1960s, the late Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, who at the time was a Rutgers law professor, led a group of women employees who filed a complaint for equal pay. The women were successful in their complaint and were given significant pay increases.

2019 also included several lawsuits and settlements. The University of Arizona settled with three former women deans, paying out $190,000 plus their litigation costs. The same year, a lawsuit filed by a woman professor at the University of Arizona was settled for $100,000. The associate professor who filed the lawsuit alleged the university paid her less than male counterparts although she had positive annual reviews and engaged in equal work. She also claimed she was denied a promotion to full professor, unlike her colleagues.

Closer to home, in 2018 the University of Denver agreed to pay $2.7 million to settle with the EEOC regarding a case filed by seven women law professors in an equal-pay case. This settlement includes back pay and damages to the law professors affected, and includes an agreement to increase the women’s salaries in the future.

And in the same year, the University of Cincinnati settled mid-trial with a former geography professor for $212,500 in back pay, benefits and damages in 2018. She was paid less than two comparable men in her department although they performed equal work.

And ongoing is the lawsuit filed against the University of Oregon by renowned institutional betrayal scholar Jennifer Freyd. She claims to have been paid less than comparable male faculty members although they performed equal work. Freyd’s case continues and is now complicated by the university’s requirement that she drop her case if she wants to...
participate in an early retirement incentive offered by the university.

In Colorado, the Equal Pay for Equal Work Act was signed by Gov. Polis in May 2019 and took effect Jan. 1, 2021. It applies to all public and private employers in Colorado and extends protections beyond those of the federal Equal Pay Act of 1963. The Equal Pay for Equal Work Act is designed to implement measures preventing pay disparities based on one’s sex (including gender identity) alone or in combination with another protected status for the performance of substantially similar work. The law defines compensation as including hourly wages, salaries and all other compensation. Colorado legislators noted it is in response to the persistent wage gap that the federal Equal Pay Act was designed to eliminate. In addition, the University of Denver lawsuit described earlier prompted attention to this issue.

While other states have implemented similar equal pay acts, Colorado’s Equal Pay for Equal Work Act has significant teeth compared to the others. For example, one outcome of the act is that prospective employers cannot seek an applicant’s salary history to determine the salary in a current offer. Rather, the employer must consider the education and experience of the candidate as well as current internal employees to determine an equitable salary. What this means practically is that it is best to keep your current salary information to yourself if you are applying for a job. I’ve seen situations where an applicant freely offered their current salary and it negatively impacted the offer they received.

Another outcome of Colorado’s law is that the employer is now required to post a minimum salary or salary range for posted positions. This is helpful to applicants, who no longer waste time applying for unsuitable positions. And unscrupulous employers cannot lowball applicants once they apply.

The new Colorado act prohibits retaliation when an employee invokes the Equal Pay for Equal Work Act for herself or others. If one feels litigation is their only avenue, one can sue their employer for up to three years of back pay for pay disparities (unless the employers can show the disparity was made in good faith). Individuals can also sue for their attorney’s fees, reinstatement, promotion, and pay increases. While I’ve described a basic overview of the new Colorado act, keep in mind there are circumstances where pay differences can exist, so it’s best to consult an expert if you have concerns.

So, what happens if you feel there is a pay disparity? First, you may want to bring your concerns up to management to be addressed. Allegations of pay discrimination should be reported in accordance with relevant university policy.

The CU system is currently developing procedures to address exactly those types of concerns, working hard to address pay inequity issues including engaging in a pay equity audit. The system began this work last fall with the help of an independent consulting agency with the goal of complying with existing federal law and the new Colorado Act. Compensation experts continue to work through the outcomes of the consulting reports to identify where pay discrepancies exist, and to correct them. Ultimately, an outcome of this work should be the development of a stronger compensation philosophy, improved practices and greater transparency to ensure the university is in alignment with the new Equal Pay for Equal Work Act.

With this newest act, my hope is that 60 years from now, some woman doesn’t find herself writing about how the Equal Pay for Equal Work Act failed to make real change. Pay inequity has been the norm for far too long with detrimental effects to many. This must change.

Callie Rennison, Ph.D., is a professor in the School of Public Affairs at CU Denver, where her research focuses on sexual and gender-based violence, as well as violence perpetrated against college students, women and marginalized groups. She also is a member of the CU Board of Regents.

Updates on implementation of Colorado’s Equal Pay for Equal Work Act
University of Colorado cross-campus project committees are nearing completion of a salary analysis spurred by the passage of Colorado's Equal Pay for Equal Work Act[14].

The law, which took effect Jan. 1, introduced rules intended to address the gender pay gap, increase transparency and protect employees from pay discrimination. It prohibits gender-based pay discrimination for substantially similar work in terms of skill, effort and responsibility, regardless of job title.

During 2020, CU worked with a third party to undertake a pay equity study to examine salaries and positions. The study tested for sex, gender or race-based pay differences within job groups.

Of the nearly 22,000 positions reviewed, fewer than 3% of positions were flagged as outliers, either above or below the predicted standard salary. Low outlier salaries represented about 1.4% of these positions.

For the affected population, campus and system Human Resources teams are validating the results to ensure data accuracy and examining low outliers against the pay difference factors allowed by the law, such as seniority, merit, education, training, job-relevant experience and others. The project committee wants to ensure an accurate, holistic and objective review.

Analysis is expected to be complete by the end of this summer. With the results finalized, identified pay discrepancies will be addressed by the year’s end.

Overall, the Equal Pay for Equal Work Act and the corresponding equity study will not result in widespread salary changes, revised job titles or working titles, nor will they lead to reduced pay or job eliminations.

Work will not stop with the initial study. Routine salary analysis will be an ongoing human resources practice to ensure salary equity and legal compliance. The university employs best practices for pay, with salary range structures, market analysis methodologies, and regular reviews that include sex/gender and race/ethnicity comparisons.

Additional project work

The committee understands that the law’s greatest equity impacts will be achieved by ensuring consistent application of appropriate recruiting, hiring, performance review and promotional practices. This will ensure consistent, fair treatment from the time a candidate applies for a CU position and throughout their university career.

Recruiting: All campuses now post all full- and part-time positions, as well as all open promotions, along with the pay rate or range and details on benefits and compensation. The law's rules in relation to job postings and making job offers have been socialized with recruiters and HR liaisons, who have been given resources to share these rules with hiring managers.

Complaint process: Each campus has documented its current complaint process, and the committee is reviewing these. As the final processes are documented, full details will be shared.

Policies: Existing university and campus policies and procedures are being reviewed to ensure compliance with the law. All policy changes will be posted before being implemented, and details will be reported to the university community.

Other efforts will ensure all job descriptions are stored and updated. Campuses will develop approaches to collect relevant prior work experience, where applicable.

For additional details on the Equal Pay Act, visit your campus Equal Pay Act webpage.
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